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Thanks for coming to Montréal!

- Biggest XDC ever
- 146 registered attendees (previous record: 118)
- 32 primary talks
- 5 workshops
- Lots of lightning talks
- ??? hallway/après discussions
Keep the joy alive: reminisce

- Talks will be up on YouTube: X.Org Foundation channel
- Slides are available on the website: xdc2019.x.org
- Various social things: @XDC2019, #XDC2019 on Twitter
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- Various social things: @XDC2019, #XDC2019 on Twitter
- Tell your friends, tell your boss
Keep the joy alive: critique

- Please tell us what worked, what didn’t work
- events@lists.x.org mailing list for X.Org event discussion
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- Please tell us what worked, what didn’t work
- events@lists.x.org mailing list for X.Org event discussion
- Obviously it was perfect though
Keep the joy alive: culture

- **Saturday, October 5: Sightseeing in Old Montréal**
  - For attendees staying beyond the conference.
  - 2-hour, guided walking tour (in English)
  - Attendees will need to cover the costs ($20 CAD).
  - Following the tour, we'll stop for lunch in the area.

- If you are interested in attending, please let us know as soon as possible by sending an email to frederic.plourde@collabora.com.
Final thanks

- Thanks to Mark Filion for organising
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- Thanks to Mark Filion for organising
- Also Erica Ryoo, Mirna Sabrah, Olivier Crête, Nicolas Dufresne
- Concordia & AV local staff
- Foundation board and helpers
- This could be you ...!